CYLINDER REMOVAL INSTRUCTIONS

1. Turn the key in the Python™ lock to the “UNLOCK” position. Remove the key.
2. Remove the cable from the lock.
3. Fully insert the Service Key into the lock. Then, pull out the key. (The plug will come out of the lock with the key).
4. Remove the Service Key from the plug.

NOTE: Do not jar the lock body when the plug has been removed! If the lock is jarred, the cam in the back of the lock body may shift into the plug location making it extremely difficult to replace the plug in the lock body.

5. Cylinder Remover

CYLINDER REKEYING INSTRUCTIONS

1. Verify the plug:
   - If the plug is marked as shown, proceed to step #2.
   - If plug is not marked as shown, discard plug assembly and utilize correctly marked plug from this kit.

   DO NOT interchange disc tumblers or springs between marked and unmarked plug assemblies!

2. Holding the plug, place the tooth of the Keying Tool directly below the disc tumbler to be removed. Assure that the top of the tool does not block the disc tumbler from coming out (A). Squeeze the handles of the Keying Tool together. Remove the disc tumbler (B).

3. Assure that a driver spring is in the tumbler slot. Place the new disc tumbler in the slot.
4. With the tooth of the Keying Tool positioned against the disc tumbler to be inserted, squeeze the handles of the Keying Tool together (A). The disc tumbler should be properly seated in the plug tumbler slot (B).

5. With plug rekeyed, reassemble lock as follows:
   - Fully insert the Service Key into the recombinated plug.
   - Insert the plug into the Python™ lock body in the “UNLOCK” position. Hold the face of the plug against the lock body and remove the Service Key.

6. The Python™ lock is now rekeyed. Test the operation of the lock cylinder with the new key.

7. Install the cable.

TO REORDER PARTS - Use order number shown in these listings; also include parts description (example: item no. 8401-0360 No. 0 Disc Tumbler). Disc Tumblers come in bags of 100; Springs in bags of 300; Disc Tumbler Plug Assemblies in bags of 4; Cylinder Service Keys in bags of 2; Key Cut Gage and Keying Tool in bags of 1. Specify quantity of bags needed.
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